I0	UDAIPUR
something. Into what ? A bullock-cart, a vagrant
cow, no doubt; for, as for other vehicles,• all I
saw during my week at Udaipur were a couple of
cars (the Maharaja's) and the three tongas owned
by the hotel.
My little horses did their feeble best, jangling the
bells upon their collars, tossing the soiled, parti-
coloured plumes upon their head-stalls. We
ambled down a yellow-golden sand-track, then up
a valley leading towards the palace. A long file of
bare-footed women with veiled faces came into
view, crooning a slow, soft melody rhythmed by the
silvery cadence of their anklets. I watched them
nearing a lofty portal, the city gate, thronged with
a crowd whose tumult I could hear.
Before us lay the city, spread out like a gaily
coloured picture-book, inviting my perusal. But
no, I would not enter it—as yet.
At a venture I took a turning to the right. Since
then I have often wondered what led me thus to
turn aside. I had been told so much about the
city of Udaipur, and my first enchanted glimpse of
it in the dawn light had magically kindled my
imagination. Now wilfully I turned away. Some
instinct urged me, I imagine, to begin by steeping
myself in its environment, testing its predilections ;
to dally with its favours. In any case, I asked
myself, why hurry ? Already, unwittingly, I was
yielding to the languor of the East, living to the
slow rhythms of Indian life.
I was glad not to know where it might lead, the
little road on which my choice had fallen; what
can be more exhilarating than wilfully to lose
one's way ? As a matter of fact it seemed to lead
nowhere, to come to a dead end at the outskirts of
a forest looming twenty yards ahead. So serried

